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Puzzles, Multiplication and Division  Unit 1 
 

Short Mental Workouts 
 
 
The short activities suggested below do not have to be done at the beginning of your maths 
lesson. They are suitable for doing at any time of the day to provide ongoing revision of 
important mental and oral skills. 

While there probably is not time during your maths lesson for these activities, it is crucial to 
regularly rehearse these skills. You decide when to use them, perhaps at the beginning of the day 
for ‘morning maths’, as you line up for lunch, or as a ‘brain-break’ during the afternoon. 

 
Day 1 
How many to the next 10 and then 100 
 ‘Splat’ a 2-digit number on an interactive 100 grid. Children show on their fingers how 
many are needed to reach the next 10s number, e.g. you ‘splat’ 26, they show 4 fingers. 
So, that’s 4 to reach 30. How many more to 100?  Count 7 tens....  
So, from 26 how many to 100? (74).   Repeat, beginning slowly, then building up pace.  
 
Day 2 
Identify numbers on a line 
Play a Human number line game... Ask a child to hold up a whiteboard with 0 written on 
it, another child to hold a whiteboard with 100 written on it and ask them to stand well 
apart from one another at the front of the classroom. We’ve got a human number line! 
Secretly write a number (e.g. 63) on a whiteboard and give to a child so that only the 
child can see it. Ask the child to stand where they think this number might be between 0 
and 100 with the whiteboard facing towards them. Ask rest of class to write on their 
whiteboards what they think the mystery number is. We can zoom in between 2 
multiples of 10 on the line. Which do you think would be helpful? Write these (hopefully 
60 and 70!) on the two end whiteboards (rubbing out 0 and 100). Ask child holding the 
mystery number to stand where they think their number belongs between them. 
Children revise their estimates if necessary. You’re all very close... Ask the child to reveal 
the mystery number. Repeat for numbers between different multiples of 10. 
 
Day 3 
Division facts for 5 times table  
Shuffle a set of multiples of 5 cards (5 to 60). Show one card to children. How many 5s in 
this number? Remind them that they can count on in 5s, holding up one finger for each 5 
if they are unsure. Children hold up a digit card to show the answer. Repeat with other 
multiples of 5, going through the pack several times, helping children to gain fluency. 
 

Day 4 
Compare numbers 
Children play in pairs. They take it in turns to roll dice one at a time, and fill boxes left to 
right in an inequality, □□ > □□. Did your dice rolls ‘work’ to make the inequality true? If 
so, they score 10 points. Repeat several times. Did anyone score more than 30 points? 
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Day 5 
Y2: 5 times tables  |  Y3: 4 or 8 times table  
Chant the 5x table up to 10 x 5 = 50. (Y3s do 4s or 8s). Then pairs of children shuffle a set 
of 0 to 10 cards and place face down. Start a 3-minute timer on the IWB. Children turn 
over each card and multiply the number on it by 5 (or 4 or 8), e.g. they turn over 4 so 
recall/work out by counting in 5s the answer to 4 x 5. How many cards can they turn 
over and calculate before the timer stops? If they finish the pile (which they should!) 
shuffle quickly and play again. 


